The paper presents an entropy-based method for designing an optimum bay water salinity monitoring network in San Francisco bay (S.F. bay) considering maximum-monitoring-information and minimum-data-lost criteria. Due to cost concerns, it is necessary to design the optimal salinity monitoring network with a minimal number of sampling stations to provide reliable data. The monthly data recorded from January 1995 to December 2014 were obtained over 37 active stations located in S.F. bay and is applied in the research. Transinformation entropy in discrete mode is used to calculate the stations' optimum distance. The discrete approach uses the frequency table to calculate transinformation measures. After calculating these measures, a transinformation-distance (T-D) curve is developed. Then, the optimum distance between salinity monitoring stations is elicited from the curve. The study shows that the S.F. bay salinity monitoring stations provide redundant information and the existing stations can be reduced to 21 with an approximate distance of 7.5 km.
INTRODUCTION
Preserving and optimal use of water resources are two main aspects of sustainable development in every country.
It can be said that water management planning in every country is dependent on water resource availability. Knowing qualitative and quantitative problems in water resource monitoring systems is one of the most important steps in water resource system management and pollution reduction plans. Recent studies in the field of water quality monitoring networks have shown the need for more studies, despite capabilities and investments in this field.
One of the most important problems is the difference between required data and provided data in monitoring networks. So monitoring systems should be revised and modified in several cases. High monitoring expenses necessitate optimizing monitoring systems to limit costs.
Being aware of network properties is an essential step in evaluating an existing quality monitoring network.
Locations of sampling stations, time frequencies, qualitative variable specifications and sampling duration should be considered in these evaluations. Several studies have been done in the field of water resource monitoring system design as described below. These studies showed that entropy theory can quantify information content and measure the monitoring network's information. Information entropy was used by Krstanovic & Singh () to design rainfall networks in Australia. These studies on data collection systems showed the ability of the entropy concept to design optimal monitoring networks. Mogheir & Singh () showed that the distance of groundwater quality monitoring stations is related to transinformation and boundary entropy. 
Vivekanandan ).
Marginal entropy
Marginal entropy for the discrete random variable X is defined as:
where, P x i ð Þ is the probability of the ith random variable X ¼ x i f g, and n is the number of observations. The total of the probability values in the scope of X should be 1, i.e., P n i¼1 P x i ð Þ. The marginal entropy H(X) indicates the amount of information or uncertainty that X has.
Joint entropy
If the variables X and Y are independent, then the joint entropy H X, Y ð Þ is equal to the sum of their marginal entropy values and given by:
If the variables are stochastically dependent, then the joint entropy is less than its total entropy and is defined as follows:
in which, P x i , y j is the joint probability between x i and y j :
Conditional entropy
The conditional entropy of Y on X is defined by:
The conditional entropy value becomes zero if the value of one variable is completely determined by the value of the other variable. If the variables are independent, then
Transinformation entropy
Transinformation is the form of entropy that measures the redundant or mutual information between variables. Transinformation represents the amount of information, which is common to two stochastically dependent variables X and Y. The transinformation between X and Y is defined as:
where p x i ð Þand p(y j ) are the discrete probability occurrences of x i and y j , respectively, and p(x i , y j ) is the joint probability of x i and y j . For independent X and Y, T(x, y) ¼ 0.
Entropy for a salinity monitoring network
Since the transinformation entropy is a quantitative cri- in discrete mode, a two-dimensional frequency distribution and the value calculation of probabilities in Equation (5) are based on the following steps:
• Considering V class intervals for the X variable and U for Y, the number of class intervals (NCI) is calculated from Equation (6) (e.g. Mogheir et al. ) .
in which NCI is the class interval number and n is the size of the time series. Notice that the number of class intervals should be the same for all the salinity time series of the water quality monitoring stations.
• The joint frequencies value is shown by f ij which depends on the ith row and jth column, which is equal to 
Total
observations in which x i is located in the ith category (class interval) and y j in the jth.
• The marginal frequencies values, which are shown by f i and f j , are equal to the summation of cell densities in each row for the x-variable and the summation of cell densities in each column for the y-variable.
• The discrete probabilities of p(x i ), p(y j ) and p(x i , y j ) is calculated by dividing each cell frequency value by the total frequencies.
After the above-mentioned steps, the transinformation index in discrete mode can be calculated using Equation (5).
Then, the transinformation-distance (T-D) curve will be devel- December 2014. It also illustrates the minimal amount of salinity concentration near the tributary rivers because of freshwater mixing with ocean water. As shown in Figure 3 there are restricted spatial variations of salinity all over the bay.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of the methodology explained above, for the optimization of the distances between salinity monitoring stations in San Francisco bay.
Transinformation entropy provides a conceptual method to quantify the amount of information contained and shared among two or more variables. By applying the procedure detailed above, a computer program was developed and used to compute the transinformation index. The T-D curve was developed using the transinformation index in discrete mode and time series were obtained over 37 active stations located over the entire body of the bay. The optimum distance between salinity monitoring stations was extrapolated from the curve shown in Figure 4 .
As shown in the figure, four lines were fitted to the data in order to obtain the equation of the T-D diagram. These lines were trended to the T-D data in a way that illustrates The relation of the fitted curve and derived optimal distance is shown in Table 2 . This table indicates the optimum distance of 7.62 km as the salinity monitoring sampling station distance. Since the obtained optimum distance using the presented methodology in this research is the best approximation of it, the extrapolated distance was rounded to 7.5 km in order to report it in a more applicable form.
Given the distance, the number of required sampling stations to monitor salinity in San Francisco bay will be 21. Consider- 
CONCLUSION
The presented methodology in the paper was used to optimize salinity sampling station distance with the target of bay water quality control in S.F. bay. The visual study of temporal and spatial variations in salinity using a 3-D diagram showed that salinity increased from January 1995 to December 2014. Also it is observed that there are restricted spatial variations of salinity all over the bay and that the 37 existing stations that monitor the salinity in the bay give redundant data that are unnecessary and costly. This observation confirms the results of entropy theory in this study. 
Optimum distance 7,500 Researchers can apply methods which are helpful tools to make complex decisions based on mathematics and qualitative criteria such as multi-criteria decision-making, analytic hierarchy process etc. to report the final optimum distance for the monitoring network, when they study water quality effective indices over all the bay, simultaneously. It is suggested that future studies use entropy theory in the discrete mode in order to design the sampling frequency. The proposed method in determining the sampling intervals in the depth of bays may also be used. Two lines have been fitted to the T-D data in the study such that they represent the data behavior best. Genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization approaches etc. may be used in future research to maximize the correlation coefficients' fitted lines.
